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Evidence by the Ambassador of the 

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 

1. In recent years it has been our practice to take evidence regularly from the 
Ambassador of each incoming presidency country. 

2. Accordingly, in this Report we make available, for the information of the 
House, the oral evidence given to us by His Excellency Mr Jean-Louis 
Wolzfeld, Ambassador of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. 

3. The key topics in the evidence are: 

 Better Regulation (Q 4) 

 Criminal Sentencing (Q 16) 

 European Security Strategy/European Foreign Minister (Q 11) 

 Financial Perspective (Q 7) 

 Growth and Stability Pact (Q 9) 

 Procedural Rights in Criminal Proceedings (Q 13) 

 Relations between the Presidency and the Commission (Q 3) 

 The British rebate (Q 10) 

 The Hague Programme (Q 17) 

 The Lisbon Process (QQ 5–6) 

 Agenda for President Bush’s Visit to Europe (Q 12) 

4. In this Report we also make available, for the information of the House, the 
oral evidence given to us by Mr Jo Leinen MEP, Mr Richard Corbett MEP, 
Mr Andrew Duff MEP, Mr Alexander Stubb MEP and Mr György Schöpflin 
MEP on Tuesday 26 January 2005. These Members of the European 
Parliament formed a delegation from the Parliament’s Constitutional Affairs 
Committee (AFCO) and presented views on the proposed Constitutional 
Treaty. 

5. The key topics in the evidence are: 

 British media’s relations with Europe (Q 14) 

 Common Foreign and Security Policy (QQ 5–8) 

 Composition of the Delegation (Q 1) 

 Financial Perspectives (QQ 9–13) 

 Opposition to Treaty and contingency plans if it fails to achieve 
ratification (Q 4) 

 “Rapid reaction force” to respond to criticism made of the EU (Q 3) 
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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE EUROPEAN UNION COMMITTEE

TUESDAY 25 JANUARY 2005

Present Bowness, L Radice, L
Dubs, L Scott of Foscote, L
Grenfell, L Chairman) Shutt of Greetland, L
Harrison, L Thomas of Walliswood, B
Maddock, B Tomlinson, L
Marlesford, L Woolmer of Leeds, L
Neill of Bladen, L Wright of Richmond, L

Dykes, L

Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Jean-Louis Wolzfeld, Ambassador of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Ambassador, may I begin by economy, and on the political life of the Union, and
it has also become a major actor in the internationalthanking you very much for giving of your valuable

time to come and be with us this afternoon. The field. What is therefore needed is co-operation. This
is also done at the level of the Presidency. This yearpurpose of our meeting, as I think you know, is to

hear what the Luxembourg Presidency priorities are. for the first time there is no proper Presidency
priorities paper. A paper outlining the priorities ofWe are very well aware of the fact that Luxembourg

has been working closely with its successor in the the Union for the year 2005 has been elaborated in
co-operation with Luxembourg and the futurePresidency onmany of these issues, which adds to the

interest that we have in what Luxembourg will be British Presidency. That is a first, and it is a prelude to
the multi-annual Presidencies which might come intodoing during this six-month period. We are on the

record. We will be sending you a transcript of the existence once the Constitutional Treaty has been
adopted. We have a tradition, I would say, to workmeeting shortly afterwards and you are at liberty to

check and see that you have been properly reflected not only closely with other presidencies but also to
keep an extremely close relationship both with thein our text which we will eventually publish. I will

invite my colleagues around the table to put European Parliament and with the Commission, as
well as with the many institutions in Europeanquestions to you. We will not have time probably to

ask all of the questions that are on the list. That was executive and legislative life. We therefore, at least in
the present circumstances, do not plan to have anyjust indicative of the areas in which we have interest.

As we go through them I think you will find that we major events where we reinvent the wheel. We put
our work into the continuity of what has been doneare seeking information on some of the real priorities

that you have identified. Do you have an opening and prepare for future work. Inmost areas of activity
of the European Union there are multi-annual plansstatement that you would like tomake, Ambassador?

Mr Wolzfeld: A very short one. or programmes and it is within these frameworks that
we plan to put our action.During the next sixmonths
our main attention will go towards the domestic partQ2 Chairman: Please go ahead.
of European activities in three key areas. One will beMr Wolzfeld: My Lord Chairman, my Lords, it is a
the reform of the Stability Pact. The second one willgreat honour for me to be invited to give testimony in
be the implementation of the Lisbon Agenda. Thefront of this Committee today. It is the 11th time that
third one, last but by nomeans least, will be themulti-my country has had the honour but also the
annual financing programming of the Union for theresponsibility to be at the helm of the European
years 2007–13. Those will be the main areas ofUnion. However, times have changed from when
activity on which we will concentrate our action,each Presidency had the leisure to put together a nice
because we think there is at this moment a window oflittle package which oVered it 6 months to put up a
opportunity where we might reach in spite of themonument to itself. Since then the European Union
shortness of time reach a political agreement duringhas evolved into a rather large entity which has a

direct influence on everybody’s everyday lives, on the the time of our Presidency. Political circumstances
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service and a very high-quality civil service. You areand the due to order of succession of the Presidency
lead us to think we have here a real chance to move eminently qualified to handle your 11th Presidency

which leads me to suggest that maybe you couldthings forward. On the external front we will
continue ongoing discussions. There will be in April answer this first question which is how a Presidency

when it starts drawing up its programme deals withthe signature of theAccession Treaties withRumania
and Bulgaria, which will put an end to long the Commission, because the Commission has its

own ideas, and you are in this instance dealing withnegotiations, but shall not be final, since between the
moment of the signature and the moment they really an entirely new Commission and a Commission

President who himself has quite a lot of ideas aboutbecome members (which will be 1 January 2007) we
will as a Union continue to closely monitor the way what the priorities should be. Have there been any

problems dealing with a new Commission? Therethey implement the acquis of the European Union.
The other event will be (if they conform to our might be some diVerences of opinion about what

should happen in the next six months.requirement to fully co-operate with the
international tribunal) the starting of negotiations Mr Wolzfeld: I do not see any diVerence of opinion.
with Croatia. Thirdly, there will be preparations for The fact was that when we drafted the programme
starting negotiations with Turkey. This was decided together with the British, the new Commission had
in December last year. Actual negotiations will, not yet been constituted. , We had contacts of course
however, not start before autumn, during the British with the services of the Commission, but at the
Presidency. In betweenwe need towork hard in order highest political level we could not really have the
to translate into reality the three pillars of negotiation dialogue we should have had by absence of
which have been proposed by the Commission and interlocutor. It so happens that President Barroso
also to solve outstanding problems such as for has views which are very similar to ours, at least in the
instance the relationship with Cyprus. On the rest I three main areas I outlined before—the Stability
will not bore you by citing all the activities we are Pact, the Lisbon Agenda and the financial
going to have on the international front, merely to programming. He has since his investiture been in
say that over the years the European Union has regular contact with the Presidency and especially
developed a very dense network of contractual with my PrimeMinister, Mr Juncker. It appears that
relations with most countries or regions of the world, both men are very much on a similar wavelength for
which brings us to have regularly meetings at the the next six months. Despite the fact that co-
highest level with them. SuYce to say that during our ordination was not as close as it should have been
Presidency we will of course pursue that path but we during the preparation due to the political
will put a specific accent on one hand on the situation circumstances, we do not foresee any diYculties in
in the Middle East, where there is now a situation the next six months with the Commission.
which has developed positively. The second one will Chairman:Amongst your three top priorities was the
be the reinforcement of trans-Atlantic relations. We Lisbon process and carrying that forward. Could I
will be able to state a symbolic gesture in February ask Lord Woolmer to ask a couple of questions
when President Bush comes to Europe on his first about this.
oYcial visit in his second mandate, and I think the
situation might evolve positively from there. The

Q4 Lord Woolmer of Leeds: Good afternoon,third one would be a state of vigilance about possible
Ambassador. Could I first of all quote briefly fromevents in the Balkans in order to be able to act
the operational programme of the Council. It says inpreventatively rather than curatively, should
paragraphs 18 and 19 that the intention is “to reduceanything happen. These are in a few words how we
burdens on business by legislating better, reviewingsee these significant months. We will continue to
and simplifying legislation, using alternatives towork hand-in-hand with the British Presidency
legislation, to seek to ensure proposals for legislationbecause we know they will have to continue what we
are accompanied by credible impact assessments,have started, and the worst thing would be to have a
strengthen the use of impact assessments for newbreach in style or, even worse, a breach in policies
legislation, review existing law and promotebetween the first and second semester. So we will
alternatives to regulation.” Could I ask two or threemake sure that not only the programme, but also the
questions arising from that. Almost everyactivities in the European Union this year will be
government I have ever known in my politicalperceived as a continuum. Thank you very much.
lifetime has said the same thing and they almost
always increase regulation rather than reduce it. How

Q3 Chairman: Thank you very much, Ambassador. do you see this being made credible and achieving
As we all know and appreciate, Luxembourg does what you say? What are your priorities? What action

specifically will be taken to follow that through?have this unrivalled experience of the Presidency and
it is all the more admirable because you are a small Secondly, will the business community be involved in

a much more proactive and vigorous way in drawingcountry but with a very, very high-quality diplomatic
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studies do influence decision-making and legislationup and implementing those proposals? Thirdly, will
in the EU. When I say the EU, it is not only thethe European Parliament apply those principles to its
Commission; it is also the Council and theown approaches to legislation?
Parliament. These are the three institutions whichMr Wolzfeld: The objective of simplifying regulation
participate in the legislative process. We tried duringstems from the shared perception that the internal
our Presidency to draw the lessons of this pilotmarket should function in a better way. Of course, as
project and outline the future orientation on howyou said very justly, this is often stated by successive
impact analyses should be conducted in futurePresidencies. The diVerence this time is that this
legislation which is in preparation.initiative met with a very large support. The
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for thatinitiative, which was started under the Irish
answer. I think Baroness Maddock has somethingPresidency, was immediately supported in a common
on Lisbon.document by four successive presidencies—Ireland,

the Netherlands, ourselves and the United
Kingdom—and recently by the next Presidencies Q5 Baroness Maddock: Your Excellency, in the
(Austria and Finland), which will be in charge in paper that you gave us today you tried to clarify what
2006, joined in this approval. So we have at least a was sustainable development and what was the
guarantee there that this is not a “one day flight” but Lisbon Process and you say that one of your
that it is a process which will be pursued consistently priorities early on will be taking on the revision of the
during the next three years. Secondly, we have under sustainable strategy for Europe. I wondered what
the Irish and Dutch Presidency made enormous your priorities are and what you will be looking at
progress. After just a few months of discussion the first and how successful you think you might be in
Council went away from its tendency to approach that area?
this matter in a theoretical way and started to bring Mr Wolzfeld: You are speaking about the Lisbon
discussions to concrete initiatives. Even though these strategy?
are limited they have the value of example and of
testing. This initiative will be carried out in two Q6 Baroness Maddock: No, sustainability. In the
sectors. The first one will be simplification of document you gave us today on page 11 sustainable
legislation. It should cover the whole acquis development you clarify in yourmind that the Lisbon
communautaire, not only future legislation but also Process and sustainable development are not exactly
past legislation. We started under the Dutch the same thing, although obviously there is an
Presidency to ask each Member State to check with overlap, and you state that you will be starting with
its own stakeholders—which are the business world, looking at the Commission report which is revising
civic society and so on—in order to identify which of the sustainability strategy. I wondered what your
the European regulations could be considered as an priorities were initially and how successful you
obstacle to their activities or contradictory or thought they would be?
redundant. After that the Dutch Presidency Mr Wolzfeld: The Lisbon Process was adopted under
identified 15 priorities which were transmitted to the a system of three pillars—economic development,
Commission with the request that the Commission social development and environmental protection.
should include this in its method of work. We are These three pillars have been put under the overall
planning during the Luxembourg Presidency to first concept of contributing to a synergy in order to
make an evaluation of the way theDutch activity was guarantee sustainable development. We are very
conducted, which lessons we could draw from it, and much attached to the continuation of that model of
start again new consultations ourselves with social three pillars which are pursued in parallel so that you
partners. This should be done in spring this year so do not push one at the expense of the others.We hope
that the ground is prepared for the British Presidency that by continuing the three pillar approach and
to be able to draw a new set of priorities which would integrating into this approach the recommendations
again be fed into the institutions. Our idea is that this which were made by the working group, which was
should become progressively a regular exercise, not presided over by the former Dutch PrimeMinister
something that we do once or twice but something we Wim Kok, we will be able to get a strategy that is
do every year or 18 months, each time trying to draw more workable than the old one. The initial strategy
the lessons of the exercise which had been done which was adopted in 2000 was very ambitious. It
before. The second sector, which is more tentative, is wanted tomake Europe themost competitive and the
to evaluate the impact of new legislation. This best economy in the world. Obviously it appears now
concerns of course both the Commission and the after five years that this might have been a tad
European Parliament. We have initiated pilot ambitious. What we intend to do now is not to
projects in order to do this, Using the Directive on abandon our objective, but to get the agreement of
batteries. Now we shall be able to buildon this Member States that the date of 2010, which was set

initially should be the date not when we haveconcrete example of how the analysis and impact
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responsibility towards these partners to oVer them aachieved the result, but the date by which each
Member State has on its own launched the reforms viable economic model. We have promised them a

number of things during accession and now we havewhich are going to move towards a change of the
European economy in the direction that is to deliver. This means of course, since our coVers are

not bottomless, that one has to restructure a numberrecommended by the Lisbon Strategy. It will be an
obligation of action rather than an obligation of of expenses, but that is the dilemma with which we

are faced. The Luxembourg Presidency isresult, and of course there is a diVerence between
what was decided initially in 2000 and what will come determined, andmy PrimeMinister repeated this last

week, to put the utmost eVort into succeeding. Basedout or what at least we hope will come out of the
exercise in 2005. The other new or additional element on the work done by the Dutch Presidency, we will

use the first three months of our Presidency towhich was not so much stressed in 2000 is the
implication of national states. We think that each evaluate whether there is a real chance of coming to

an agreement. You know that it is very diYcult sincenational state should launch a national programme
through which it could achieve more ownership and positions are largely divergent as to the level of

expenditure beyond which a number of countries didmore accountability at the national level: so we
would promote the adoption by every Member State not want to expand: some member states demand

that the expenditure should not exceed 1 per cent ofof a national plan which should be drafted together
by parliamentary forces, civil society, the business gross national product, including this country and

others, such as the Commission, want expenditure toworld, social partners and by the media. It would
allow each state to launch a fundamental debate rise up to 1.24 per cent, and some of the new countries

want even higher amounts.about economic reform and social reform in Europe.
We hope in that way that it would achieve peer
pressure onMember States and a peer pressure which

Q8 Lord Radice: What about the position of yourwould come mainly from within their own society
own country?rather than peer pressure which comes from the
Mr Wolzfeld: My own country purposefully did notmonthly or yearly publication of comparative data in
take a position. Although we are a net contributor,Brussels. This time the debate would come from
we thought that, in the position of the Presidency, wesociety itself and we hope that that would allow all,
should not be drawn into any camp, but keep a freewhat we call in French, the “forces vives”, the living
hand in this. The other thing is that we are under anforces of the country to take part in this essential
obligation to maintain, although this is not popularprocess.
everywhere, viable regional and agricultural policiesChairman: Thank you very much. I would like to
because this is part of our responsibility towards ourmove on, if I may, to financial aVairs. You have two
new Members. As to whom these policies shouldimportant areas of priority there and I will ask Lord
benefit the most is open for discussion. Our feeling isRadice, who chairs our Economic and Finance Sub-
that indeed, especially as far as regional policies areCommittee, to ask you questions on that.
concerned, those should go more in favour of those
who need it most, and these happen to belong to the
group of countries which just joined us. Of course weQ7 Lord Radice: You mentioned the importance

which the Presidency attaches to the negotiation of also have to consider the fact that those who are now
the beneficiaries would have problems with a brutalthe next financial perspective. What are your

priorities for that negotiation as a Presidency? interruption, so we have to find a transition which
allow a smooth evolution from the old systemMr Wolzfeld:Well, we know that this is an extremely
towards the new system. Then last but not least ofdiYcult task. We are, however, under a mandate
course is the British rebate problem, where we hopewhich is very clear: when the EU adopted three years
to be able to convince all participants to replace thatago a three-year financing programme, it mandated
single measure by a more general compensationus to reach, bymid-2005, a political agreement on the
mechanism which would apply equally to all thosefinancing of the EU for the 2007–13 period. This date
who are in a similar or comparable situation. Wewas not chosen by chance; it was supposed, if we had
know that this is extremely diYcult, but we also knowpolitical agreement, by mid-2005 to put the British

Presidency in a position to prepare the legislation that we have the political pressure which might help.
It so happens that after the Luxembourg Presidency,that is necessary to translate this political agreement

into the legislative framework of the European we enter an 18-month period during which we shall
have a number of ratifications of the EuropeanUnion, and to give the year 2006 in order to prepare

the new generation policies which would implement Constitution, we shall have elections in Italy,
Germany and France, and we all know that thesethis financial framework starting from 2007, which

coincides with the moment when we have to absorb circumstances are not conducive to helping a rational
discussion of financial problems; we know that due tothe economies of our accession partners. We have a
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Q10 Baroness Maddock: Ambassador, you havethis pressure, just postponing things will not make
made the three points on the finances: the limit; thethem easier, on the contrary, it will probably make
shift in resources between diVerent countries; and thethemmore diYcult. But we hope thatMember States
British rebate. Given that the British Governmentwill show the political will and political courage to
have made it clear that the rebate is non-negotiablecome to a general agreement by the middle of the
and given that Britain and other countries are inyear. Afterwards of course we will need the time to
favour of the limit being fixed at 1 per cent and giventranslate this into legislation and so on, but at least
that Britain and some other countries are in favour ofregarding the main aspects of the problem, we will
a shift in resources, I wonder if you could indicate aknow where we are going by the second half of this
little more the timing of the tactics. I think you saidyear. That is what we are planning to do, though we
that the first thing you would do would be to try andcannot by anymeans guarantee an agreement. On the
get agreement on the limit and only after you can getcontrary, my PrimeMinister has also announced that
that, or not get that, would you go on to the shift ofif he sees by the end of March that there is absolutely
resources, but where does the rebate fit in if you wantno chance of moving positions together, he will
to get that out of the way?announce that clearly and maybe then we will refrain
Mr Wolzfeld:No, we do not have a specific calendar.from putting extraordinary eVort into something
What we have decided, is for one thing, is that allwhich is lost in the end.
these questions will not be discussed in specialised
areas, but that they will be discussed horizontally by

Q9 Chairman: I was wondering what you were special representatives of the governments in the
planning to do about the Growth and Stability Pact. Council, so there will be no risk of things being

watered down by experts who sometimes can makeMr Wolzfeld:Well, our aim is to reform the Stability
things more diYcult. In addition we of course alsoPact in a way that will not touch the principles
have preparations in the technical areas in order tobecause those are important and they have helped us
prepare for the legislation which will be hopefullyto have stable and strong currency. We have to keep
adopted by the British Presidency in order toto the ground data, especially the requirements on the
translate the political agreement into concreteyearly deficit limit of 3 per cent or the requirement of
policies. I certainly do not know how it will go and Ia general debt limit of 60 per cent. We also do not
am not even sure my Prime Minister knows. This isdeem helpful proposals we have heard that one
very much because it is a negotiation at such highshould take out whole chunks of expenditure from
stakes that if we do not get an agreement, wethe calculation of the deficit or of the debt because
shallmiss the opportunity to have a successfuleachmember would take out a diVerent chunk and at
enlargement. These countries are now among us, butthe end the Pact would lose its meaning. What we
if they do not get financing for the projects which theythink we could do is to provide for symmetrical
are entitled to, projects for which we have signedimplementation of the Pact not just for one year, but
treaties with them, that would of course mean thefor a full economic cycle, thereby avoiding pro-cyclic
prelude to an important crisis and would show thatpolicies, in order to achieve a better definition of
the EU is not able to function properly. You see oftennational budgetary objectives on a medium-term
in the European Council, as I have seen on manyrange to ensure a more eVective application of the
occasions, that negotiations are being conducteddebt criteria. We also aim to provide a better and
with only the Heads of State and government sittingsmoother implementation of the excessive deficit
around the table and my Prime Minister always saysprocedure which we are not convinced has been that he never saw a European Council which ended

handledwell until now. Furthermore, there is also the exactly the way his experts or his collaborators had
idea that when calculating the debt, one should not predicted because there is a personal chemistry there,
just be looking at the actual figures, but to take into especially when problems are discussed at such a
account the eVorts the State has been making in rarefied altitude, and that has a great influence on the
favour of structural reforms. Reforms which are outcome of negotiations. It is not only a game
made by amember state should be taken into account between systems and institutions and interests, but
in the consideration of its actual financial situation. sometimes also the personalities play a role, and we
We hope, and the first negotiations have been hope, because we have a tradition of acting between
encouraging, that wewill find an agreement on this so large neighbours, we try to reconcile them because we
that the Pact becomes once again an eVective know that when they fight it is bad for us and bad for
instrument which would allow us to regulate and Europe, that we will be able to use your negotiating
govern the European economy. I do not foresee any talents to create a chemistry which would allow a
diYculties with the United Kingdom since actually breakthrough; when that happens, what matters at
these proposals are things your Chancellor of the that time I would not be able to tell you today.
Exchequer has proposed for a number of years, so Lord Bowness: Ambassador, in your paper on
you should be happy about the fact, that Europe priorities, you talk about the European Security

Strategy using all of its instruments in a “coherentmoves towards Britain.
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detail, but we would like to open the discussion to seeand integrated manner”, and you go on to say that
those include the CFSP and the ESDP which will what Member States think of this and how we could
have to be reinforced in linewith the Strategy. Firstly, find an agreement which would more or less
I wonder whether you can tell me what correspond to everybody’s wishes. The third thing of
reinforcements you had in mind. You refer to the course is the development of the existing function, of
European neighbourhood policy as a priority and I a European Foreign Minister who represents in the
do not know whether you will be able to answer this, voice of the European Union in external relations,,
but it was announced, I think, today at a meeting in and I think events show that it is functioning
Brussels by the External Relations Commissioner suYciently well, as has happened in the Ukraine. He
that the Council at the end of January was going to acted there in the way he was meant to act and the
receive a proposal for the enhanced action plan for result was very positive. It was nothing spectacular,
the Ukraine, which may have significance, and I but it was amove to improve existing procedures.We
wonder how that fits in with the overall priorities. do not need to have new laws or new treaties to
The second part of the area I would like to cover is to develop the common face of European foreign
ask whether you could tell us what your priorities are policy. Regarding our external borders, we are still in
for completing the agenda and work on the Doha a rather unclear situation. We know now who is in
Round for the WTO ministerial meeting in Europe and who is out, but then there are all those
December and what you hope to achieve during your which are in between. Until now when there has been
Presidency. You have mentioned the visit of a succession of enlargements, and with all the
President Bush, but could you give us a thumbnail concerned countries there was no doubt they were
sketch of the agenda for that meeting? Europeans. The number of countries which are
Chairman: There are a lot of questions there. further qualified for this is rather small, the Balkans,

and those who do not yet want to join, the
Norwegians and the Swiss, and that is about it. TheQ11 Lord Bowness: It avoids me talking more than
number of other potential candidates where theonce! My first question was that you talk about
situation as Europeans is not contested is very small.reinforcing the CFSP and the ESDP, butwhat do you
However, you have a number of countries which arehave in mind?
around Europe who want to have an enhancedMr Wolzfeld: The CFSP is our main arm in
relationship with us. The Ukraine is a very goodinternational diplomacy. I said before that over the
example of a country that has a European locationyears we have become an important partner on the
and there is also pressure from other countries likeinternational scene.We have to show this in using our
Morocco. Here we have to decide among ourselvesdiVerent instruments in a more co-ordinated way.
what our future will be, who we want to have inThese instruments are, first, of an economic nature,
Europe, whether we want to keep them completelybut they are also of a political nature as a mediator,
out or, which is probably the way we are evolving,as an interlocutor, and, thirdly, they are of a military
whether they get an intermediate status and we havenature. We have had very few opportunities up until
a preferential agreement with them where they get allnow to use these three instruments in order to
the advantages of being in the EU without being acontribute to the same objective in a co-ordinated
proper member, so economically they get extramanner. We have now a first example in Bosnia
markets, they get a regulated flow of circulation inHerzegovina where we have all the diVerent
goods and services, an agreed flow and circulation ofinstruments at our disposal. That is of course a
people which is an important thing, which we cannotlimited situation in a country which is not very large ,
impose, but which we have to negotiate with them ifbut it gives us an opportunity to test our system to see
we want it to work eVectively. However they will nothow it works. Building on this, we think that would
be among those who take the decisions within thebe a pragmatic way, and Luxembourg is very much
EU. That is probably the way to go, but this is alike Britain, we are not ideologists, but we are
discussion we need to have in depth in the Europeanpragmatists, building on the lessons we draw from
Union. We have not had it yet and we think now isthis to see how we can in the future use all the
really the time, having almost completed theinstruments we have. The EU has a variety of such
enlargement, to start a thorough discussion and theninstruments at its disposal but because we use them in
we will see whatMember States think. Regarding thea separate way rather than a co-ordinated way, they
Doha negotiations we will not have anythingare ineYcient. That is one thing. The other thing is
spectacular to oVer. The programme is set, as youdiplomatic presence, as in the famous quote about
said. The next deadline is the Hong Kong meeting inthe telephone call by Mr Kissinger. Here again
December and we have to prepare for that. We haveprogress has been initiated especially in preparation
up until now taken a leading role as befits the largestof the decision in the Constitutional Treaty, to create
commercial power in the world because we know thata common foreign service of the European Union.

There is not yet agreement as to how this would be in in the World Trade Organisation nothing works
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from the European Union, coming from Brussels towhen the EU does not play. We have advanced quite
well on agricultural negotiations and we must of protect the rights of suspects. The two most

important rights of suspects and defendants perhapscourse nowmake sure that balanced progress is made
to all the diVerent parts of agricultural negotiations, are the right, in appropriate cases, to be allowed out

on bail pending their trial and the right to silence sonot only those where we are the ones who are in the
centre of discussion, but also the ones where others that they do not have to say anything if they do not

want to. Now, what concrete steps does youralso have something to oVer. On services, we are
going to submit very soon a slightly improved oVer as Presidency propose to protect the rights of

defendants in criminal trials in those two respects?was scheduled already for spring 2005 and, in
parallel, we will put pressure on other partners to Mr Wolzfeld: We work in order, as you said, to

achieve a balance between, on the one hand, thesubmit similarly ambitious and detailed oVers so that
we have an even playing field during the negotiations. needs of the prosecution and, on the other, the

protection of the defendant’s rights. We do this in aThen we will have to probably continue discussions
on what one calls ‘non-agricultural market access’ working group on the framework of procedural

safeguards which has started its work. We plan towhich means mainly sectoral issues, non-tariV
barriers and so on, in order to achieve an overall tariV reach political agreement in this area by the end of

June. The first discussion of it will only take place indismantling which gives a clear message. This is
nothing spectacular, but we are working slowly April at high level among the home aVairs Council

members and we hope that we will be able to proceedtowards the objectives so that in December we are, as
amajor negotiating partner in theworld, in a position so that the procedural safeguards working group

comes at least to some general agreement, not awhere we can contribute usefully to a successful
outcome without selling our shirt. detailed agreement that will probably take more

time.

Q12 Lord Bowness: I wonder whether the
Ambassador could enlighten us further on the Q14 Lord Scott of Foscote: And are the two matters

I mentioned, the right to bail and the right to silence,agenda for the meeting with President Bush and say
whether he knows anything about a diVerent, on the agenda for political agreement at those

meetings?updated and enhanced agreement with the Ukraine.
Mr Wolzfeld: For the moment, because the second Mr Wolzfeld: Well, the first meeting has not taken

place yet.Bush Administration has not been in charge very
long and will have new advisers, according to my
knowledge, discussions are still very tentative. What Q15 Lord Scott of Foscote: But are they on the
is clear is that both parties wish that the encounter agenda for discussion?
gets high political attention and, secondly, that we Mr Wolzfeld: Of course these questions are basically
limit the number of subjects to avoid what one calls on the agenda for discussion, but I would not be in a
in the jargon ‘the Christmas tree eVect’ where position to tell you what is the outcome of the
everybody adds his own light and you do not see the discussion. The right to silence is a right which exists
tree anymore; so we wish to put a few, clear, well- in most European countries already, so it is nothing
determined questions by which we can put beacons revolutionary. You have it, we have it, most
for our future co-operation and set the symbol that European countries have it, but we have to see of
the four diYcult years of transatlantic relations course how to have an overall agreement which
which we have lived now are now definitely behind us encompasses 25 members. The diYculty with this
and that both parties are looking forward to an kind of question for me is that the Presidency is not
improved future which is in both parties’ interests. the absolute ruler of the European Union. On the
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. We have contrary, the Presidency is the mediator between 25
time to address twomore areas. First of all, let’smove very powerful Member States, so when we have a
to the law. question on the agenda, we never say at the

beginning, “This is exactly what we want to achieve
and how we want to achieve it”, because that is, inQ13 Lord Scott of Foscote: Ambassador, at page 18

of your priorities paper, your Presidency rightly, I our experience, the best way to failure. Our way is
always to listen very carefully at the beginning and tothink, recognises the importance of maintaining the

right balance between measures to promote the see where the areas are for consensus and then to use
all the procedural ways, which is the only real powerexpediency of criminal prosecutions, on the one

hand, and measures to protect the position and the of the Presidency, in order to favour these areas of
consensus, but that does not depend only on us; itrights of defendants in those proceedings, on the

other hand. Now, we have seen over the past decade depends on what we hear around the table and we try
to concentrate that into a consensus. Therefore, it isany number of measures to promote the eYciency of

prosecutions, but we have not seen too much coming very diYcult for me to tell you today in January what
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within the EuropeanUnion than in the one where thethe outcome of the discussion will be in June because
we have no fixed plan. We have a general plan to do sentence was given.
our utmost so that by June there will be on the whole
area of problems discussed in that working group a

Q17 Lord Wright of Richmond: Ambassador, apolitical understanding among the 25Member States
warm personal welcome to you. Can we just turnwhich allows us afterwards to work out some details
really to one particular aspect of justice and homemuch more easily. At the moment that is not within
aVairs not covered so far by Lord Scott, and that isthe realms of possibility.
the Hague Programme. Your paper points out that
the Luxembourg Presidency will be the first whose
work falls within the framework of the HagueQ16 Lord Scott of Foscote:A little further down the

same page of your paper, there is a reference to your Programme. As it happens, my sub-committee and
Lord Scott’s sub-committee are tomorrow takingPresidency beginning discussions on sentencing and

the carrying out of criminal penalties. Sentencing of evidence from the British Government in this room
on the Hague Programme. I really want to touch oncourse depends very much on the social conditions in

the country where the sentences are being imposed one possible diVerence between the Luxembourg
Presidency and the British Government, but it mayand the requirements of sentencing in that country.

What is the purpose of having discussions at the be only a perception, and that is on the role of
Europol. Your paper says that you intend to initiateEuropean level on sentencing?
a debate on the future of Europol and the issue ofMr Wolzfeld: Well, there might be slight confusion
possible Europol operational competencies. It isthere. We do not wish to have a European discussion
already very clear, I think, to Lord Scott and myselfon sentencing per se. It is quite appropriate that a
from the written evidence we have had from thetribunal, which is competent in one country, when it
British Government that the British Government aretries one of its citizens uses the law of this country and
very strongly opposed to an operational role foruses the jurisprudence of this country in order tomete
Europol. Do I detect a potential diVerence in whatout whatever punishment corresponds to the social
you earlier described as a breach of policies with thefeeling of the society in that country and that may
United Kingdom?vary slightly from country to country. Even in

European countries whose systems are close, for Mr Wolzfeld:Well, one has to consider the timeframe
for this. The timeframe we are working on is twofold,example, Bulgaria, Cyprus or Luxembourg,

sometimes there might be some diVerences of first, the Hague Programme which you mentioned
which is a programme for the next five years, startingperception of what is bad and what is not so bad.

Why we should discuss this in Europe is when it goes in January, so we are really in the first month of the
first year of a five-year programme. The second datebeyond the tribunal meting out a sentence to a

criminal in its own country. You need mutual we have is set by theConstitutional Treaty which says
that we need to have a new law on Europol by 1recognition of sentences when, for instance, someone

has been sentenced in one country, but is living in January 2008, so what we want to do in between is
not to make brash, new proposals, but to try toanother one, you must have procedures that allow

you to make sure that that person gets the initiate a discussion among all the Member States in
order to identify the new competencies which thepunishment for which he has been condemned rather

than using the fact that it is another country and that Member States wish to give to Europol. Since there
are no readymade solutions and there is no modelcountry says this is not national jurisdiction and we

have to examine whether the decision taken by the anywhere else in the world which we could simply
copy, we have to find something which suits ourBritish tribunal is right or not. We think that we in

Europe are close enough that we can find a system particular needs as Europeans. Of course in our view
the general objective for the discussion would be towhere the courts in one country recognise what the

courts of another country have been deciding. The reinforce Europol, but how we do it, that must come
up during the next three years in the discussions whensecond question is about the trans-border executions

of criminal convictions and disqualifications. You we see what each Member State wishes. Some want
a strong operational role for Europol, some, as yourmay have cases even in the very near surroundings

where a person has been condemned, for instance, for country, have been opposed to that, but, as I say, we
are in the first month of the first year, so after we havenon-respect of parental rights in France, but lives in

Germany, and the partner who feels he has been heard other views, the 25 diVerent views, one might
find things which one had not thought about oneself,wronged has no legal possibility to force the German

tribunals to recognise that decision which was made but which might still suit one’s needs, even if they do
not correspond to one’s original proposal. That is thein France. That is not logical, it is not normal and,

therefore, we want to discuss the eVect of sentencing, only ambition we have, to open the discussion, to
identify what are the wishes of the countries in orderbut only when it has a trans-border eVect, when it is

aVecting somebody who lives in another country to reinforce Europol and to come to an agreed new
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our questions very fully and very clearly. It has beenlaw by 2008, as we are mandated by the
Constitutional Treaty. extremely helpful to us and given us a very good idea

of what you will be doing and all I can say is that weChairman: Thank you very much indeed. Well, we
have taken you over the hour, Ambassador, for wish Luxembourg all the best of luck in its six

months. We shall be following in your footsteps andwhich I apologise, but it has been worth every
minute. I want to thank you very, very warmly on we hope we do a good job too. Thank you very, very

much indeed for being with us.behalf of the Committee for having answered all of
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Delegation from the European Parliament Committee on Constitutional Affairs, examined.

Q1 Chairman: I think we should start right away January the vote in the Plenary on the Corbett-de
VigoReport and overwhelmingly 500members votedbecause time is short. First of all, I would very much

like to welcome the delegation from the European in favour and 137 against. Of course you have people
who do not share our view. Coming on the EurostarParliament. It is a great pleasure to see you here. You

are a self-selected group of the Constitutional this morning I readNew Europe, this new paper, and
I found my dear colleague Roger Helmer saying, justCommittee and you presumably picked the people

you would like to have come on your visit or did you to quote two sentences: “This is the Constitution that
marks the end of Britain as an independent nation”each pick yourselves?
and the second phrase: “This is the Constitution thatMr Leinen: No, we have the d’Hondt system of
marks the end of freedom and democracy as we knowdelegation. We have two PPPs, two PSEs and one
it.” So you will see there are a wide range of opinionsLiberal, but we agreed in our committee andwe voted
as to how to judge this new Treaty. Is it a completeon this that every group in the Parliament would have
disaster for everybody or is it more of ana chance to be part of such delegations but not every
improvement and a winning situation for manytime. There was a demand that smaller ones are a
others? We will not go into it because you mightmember of every delegation but that is not how we
know much of it. In our opinion, the citizens are theproceed.
winners of the Constitution. Their direct and indirect
possibilities to participate in European politics are

Q2 Chairman: Thank you. That is very useful improved greatly and even the representatives of the
information. It is very representative on the whole citizens us—national parliaments as well as the
and we welcome you very much indeed. Being the European Parliament—are the winners, so there are
chairman of the committee would you like to make a lot of win/win situations that would be achieved if
an opening statement and then we will go straight we could manage to ratify this new Treaty with all 25
into the questions which we have for you? Member States.
Mr Leinen: Yes, quite shortly, Chairman. Many
thanks for this invitation. You are the first visit we

Q3 Chairman: On that subject, could you justhave done to the capitals of our Member States so
enlighten us on the proposal that I have read about inyou can see we give a lot of importance to the
European Voice that you have set up a rapid reactionexchange of ideas with you and the Commons where
force within the Parliament to respond to criticism? Iwe just came from.We debated and analysed this new
believe that the Commission is also doingTreaty in many meetings and we came to the
something similar.conclusion that the new Treaty is better than the old
Mr Leinen: We certainly need a communicationsTreaty. There is not one single setback compared to
strategy because the Spanish have their referendumthe existing Treaty ofNice. On the contrary, there are
on 20 February and 80 per cent of the people do nota lot of improvements to the major goal to make this

Union more transparent, more democratic and more know what is in the Constitution, so you need a
communications strategy about its content. MyeYcient. That was our conclusion. We had on 12
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Constitution was an enormously importantexperience of previous referenda in Europe is that
document for the general benefit of Hungary. Ityou clearly could discover misuse of those debates.
seems to me that the level of opposition, which isFor example in the first Irish referendum on Nice,
Lord Dubs’ first question, does vary from country toabortion was the huge running mate. It was stated
country. It does seem to be remarkably high in thethat the Treaty of Nice will allow abortion in Ireland.
UK. I think a great deal of it is misperception orThis is clearly something that had nothing to do with
indeed even worse than that. There is quite a highthe Treaty of Nice. You ask yourself who is
level of opposition in the Czech Republic. Then Idefending the European project and the Parliament
think it goes down from there. In both Hungary andthought that we should have a response to clear
Lithuania it went through without any significantmisinterpretations, false statements (although not
opposition. I think we expect much the same inopinions) so if somebody is saying something that
Slovenia, that is my guess although it is just ahas nothing to do with it and telling people the
parliamentary vote. I think that the next one on thecontrary maybe to what is written down, one should
list, Spain, will almost certainly be a yes. Broadlyreact. We did not call it a rapid reaction force; we
speaking those are the two diYcult cases.My sense ofcalled it a response unit. It is true it is rapid because
it—but I would not like to be dogmatic—is at the endyou know the media if nothing is sold in the
of the day Denmark will vote yes rather than no. Itnewspaper from yesterday. We thought that our
looks as if it was going to be that. At least that is whatinformation oYces that we have in every capital
my Danish colleagues in Parliament tell me. Let uscould tell the DG communication and press in
hope that they are right, as far as I am concerned. TheParliament if there is really a heavy misinterpretation
second question was what will be the response if thereand then you can react. What do you do? A letter to
is no ratification? Well, there are provisions. As youthe editor, a press declaration but we will defend the
know, this is going to be a political response, not aConstitution; that is our will.
legal response. My own sense of it is that althoughMr Corbett: Our information oYce in London, the technically, in theory, one state could veto the

head of which is sitting behind me, has published the constitution, politically that is not the case.
full text of the Constitutional Treaty on its web site Politically so much time, eVort and energy has been
in an inter-active format so that you can look up key invested in the Constitution that something will
words. This is an example of informationwe can give. certainly emerge from these debates and
We cannot of course join the “Yes” campaign in deliberations.Nobody can quite saywhat.Whether it
diVerent countries, that is inappropriate, but we will be the existing Constitution minus the countries
think providing information on the Constitution and which say no or whether those countries might
on our position on it, which after all was adopted by conceivably ask for a re-think I do not know. There
a very large majority, this is what the European is a precedent for that, the Irish precedent. I cannot
Parliament thinks, is a legitimate thing to do. see that happening in the case of the United
Chairman: I think I am going to move straight on to Kingdom, frankly, but nothing is absolutely
Lord Dubs’ question because he wants to ask you impossible. I simply do not know. What I would say
what happens if we do not get it ratified. is that for any country that chooses not to ratify, the

consequences will be serious. It will be serious for
Europe but I think it will be serious for the nay sayersQ4 Lord Dubs: Could I say you are very welcome and my own reading is that this is an historic turning

and I am delighted you will be responding either point and a country that says nowill enter on another
directly or through Dermot to any mis-statements path and I think some of that will be irreversible. It
there are in this country. I suspect that you and will be an irretrievable loss certainly if the United
Dermot will be quite busy given the number of mis- Kingdom chooses to opt out. I think there will be a
statements that are floating about here, although not loss of authority in Europe, a loss of status. Certainly
from anybody on this Committee. First of all, I am the United Kingdom will lose the status of being the
interested in the level of opposition to the Treaty that United States’ best friend in Europe. I think it will
you might perceive to be within the European also lose its attractiveness as a focus of inward
Parliament and within Member States. The second investment. I think the stakes are high. I do not see
half of my question is do you have any plans for the that these stakes are being reflected, certainly not in
European Parliament to respond if by some chance the British media. That is not the level at which the
ratification is not achieved by November 2006? deliberations are taking place. I think it is diVerent in
Mr Leinen: Maybe my colleague from Hungary, a the academic world and the political world but at a
country which has already ratified next to Lithuania public level these issues do not seem to be getting into
could give an answer to your question. the public domain.
Mr Schöpflin: Thank you for your invitation. I will Mr Leinen: I would say that there is only a planA and
try to provide a European as opposed to aHungarian that is bringing it through, and neither in the

Commission nor in the Council nor in the Parliamentanswer. We ratified basically because we thought the
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development that we have seen, especially in the fieldis there a plan B. I know that Andrew is so eager to
answer but wait a moment! I totally agree with my of crisis management be it military crisis

management or civilian crisis management in ESDP,colleague that the answer is not formal in that if one
country says no the thing will be stopped. The answer especially pushed by the United Kingdom and the

FrenchGovernment, I thinkwe are going to see somewill be political and then article 443, paragraph 4, of
the Constitution itself gives a sort of answer. If two use of that structured co-operation. I do welcome it.

I do agree of course with our European Parliamentyears after the signature in Rome, so on 1 November
2006, four-fifths of the countries have ratified—there position that inmanyways the greatest advances that

we made in the Constitution were indeed in the fieldare 20—the European Council will come together to
discuss the situation. If there were to be a formal of common foreign and security policy. I would not

say there is an automaticity in the system but politicalconsequence where if one country says no the thing is
stopped, then you would not need that paragraph. So will, yes.
there is a clear indication by all the governments that
they will deliberate on the situation and look for a Q6 Lord Bowness: Political will is one thing. Is there
solution to come out of it. There are at least ten financial will to make it happen as well?
options. Lawyers and academics are already Mr Duff: A certain foreign minister told me that it
developing a wide range of possibilities under the was impossible to persuade the public in his country
Vienna Convention on International Treaties and to increase defence expenditure for national
what you can do if you have a problem. There are lots expenditure but if it is for eVective European
of possibilities. expenditure the political climate will be very
Mr Duff: The legal situation is of course very diVerent.
important and is perfectly clear. If a country insists Mr Leinen: It could even have been the German
on refusing to accept the will of the majority, there foreign minister!
will need to be a short IGC to reformArticle 48 of the Mr Duff: I would not possibly be able to comment!
existing Treaty to permit the new provision to be Chairman: Does anybody else have any further
brought into force before all Member States agree it. comments on the common foreign and security
Politically what is absolutely clear is that the 24, policy?
should the recalcitrant state be Great Britain, are
determined to proceed. Some of you, I know, think

Q7 Lord Woolmer of Leeds: But in relation tothat we could then, if we vote no, demand or seek a
NATO that has certainly not been the case. Therenegotiation. I can assure you, having sat through
electorates and governments have not been willing tothe Convention and having observed the IGC very
increase budgets to support NATO. What is yourclosely, that there is no chance of Britain finding a
evidence that they would do so for Europeanpartner to that renegotiation. The 24 feel that
common policy? Frankly, I do not see any evidencesuYcient concessions were made in the Convention
for your claim at all.and at the IGC to the United Kingdom and further
Mr Stubb: It is completely diVerent, is it not?dilution is out of the question.
Mr Leinen: Yesterday in Paris on the podium on thisChairman: Thank you very much indeed. Let us
question Mr Cooper, the responsible person in themove on as we have only got 11 or 12 minutes left.
Council under Solana, was saying that they haveLord Bowness?
estimated that we could save ten billion euros a year
if you really do things together and not 25 nations

Q5 Lord Bowness: Gentlemen, in your report of the doing it separately, so I would say we look for
European Parliament you describe the greatest synergies and benefits from this common policy and
advantage as being found in the area of CFSP. I it is not automatically more expensive. It must be
presume that you will welcome those changes. modernised and improved and innovative but if you
Looking at permanent structured co-operation in the see how many soldiers and how many capacities we
defence field, do you believe were the Constitution to are holding from the old ColdWar, there are benefits
come into force that there is a political will and we expect from it.
indeed a capacity there for that to happen? Mr Stubb: Could I make a brief comment from a

militarily non-aligned country—so far. As a matterMr Stubb: I wrote my PhD for William Wallace on
this subject! Should you lament or do we have 12 of fact, our common foreign and security budget is

the size of the cleaning budget of the Commission sohours? Just briefly, I think that particular Article on
structured co-operation was put in there for a reason it is very, very small. The amounts of money that we

are starting to put into CFSP are going to be veryand I do think that it will most probably be used and
I do think that actually a clear majority, bar perhaps small proportions of the defence budgets of each of

the Member States. If you look at opinion polls, aone or two or threeMember States, will participate in
it. I do not think it is automatic but if we look at the clear majority of 70 per cent want the European
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Mr Duff: No, it can be approved by the terms of theUnion to have an eVective common foreign and
security policy. My argument would be that indeed Constitution.
the electorate is willing to put a little bit more money Mr Corbett: With respect, I think you are talking at
into it. I think the tsunami catastrophe in Asia is a cross-purposes. If you are talking about the level of
good example of where money can be well spent own resources, that still requires unanimity. It is the
through the European channels. financial perspectives which still require unanimity
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. Lord but where you could unanimously decide to
Marlesford has a question about own resources. introduce QMV and that is on allocating certain

categories of expenditure. The overall level of the
budgetary resources of the Union in all situationsQ8 Lord Marlesford: At the moment it needs
remains unanimous.unanimity and that looks likely to continue.
Mr Leinen: Money is always a big battle but at theMr Duff: Can we be quite clear what we are talking
end of the day I think we must agree to a solution onabout. It is the own resources decision?
the next seven years’ term. Britain, Germany, and
others ask for one or the other reform to invest that

Q9 Lord Marlesford: Yes, and at the moment there money more appropriately and more eVectively so I
seems to be a big division between the Commission think that will be a useful outcome of that letter of the
on the one hand and some countries, who believe that six states to leave it at one per cent of GDP. It will be
the greater size of the European Union requires more hard at the end to leave it at one per cent. A decision
money, and those countries (which include France that the development fund should be integrated into
and Germany and the United Kingdom) who believe the budget brings it over one per cent. However, I
that the same amount of money should be the limit. think we need some increases in this spending.
Do you see it as being possible to resolve these and, Lord Marlesford: But do you think we need an
if so, how and where? improvement in the constitutional arrangements
Mr Corbett:With respect, it is not in a sense a matter because what you have said is at the moment it
for the Constitution because with the current treaties requires unanimity but it would be possible if there
and with the Constitution that is a matter for the were unanimity to agree to QMV. However, the
unanimous decision of the Member States. Whether countries that insist on unanimity are hardly likely to
they want to cut the level, which is the level of the agree to move to QMV, are they?
Euro six countries, or increase it is a debate we are
already having and will be resolved by common
agreement under the current provisions or, if it went Q13 Lord Radice: I think there is a bit of confusion
on until the new Constitution is in force it, would be going on. I think the case was correctly stated by
the same under the new processes. Richard Corbett. There are two diVerent questions

being asked.
Mr Duff: It was not.Q10 Lord Marlesford: Is that going to limit
Lord Radice: As to the second, we will have to seeprogress?
whether the United Kingdom Government isMr Corbett:We can have a lot of views on that but the
prepared to support an extension to QMV because itfact is the Constitution does not change that. Many
will be a question of a unanimous vote.of us would say you should have had a better

decision-taking procedure. It is one of the things
where the Constitution leaves the status quo. Q14 Chairman: That is a lead question. We have

come just about up to five o’clock. I have one last
Q11 Lord Marlesford: You would like to see that question of clarification. At the opening of our
modification for own resources? session I mentioned the fact that I had read in the
Mr Duff: To be absolutely strict, it permits a future European Voice that the Commission has set up some
development to bring in qualified majority and— kind of machinery which according to the European
Mr Corbett:—Not on the level of own resources. Voice was to respond to the British media. It singled
There is still unanimity required. out the Britishmedia. Can you shed any light on that?
Mr Duff: On the financial perspectives, that is the Is there a reason why they are particularly focusing
question, and my inkling is that after they have been on our media?
through this next round of negotiations under the Mr Corbett: It is the web site that the Commission
present procedure they will be forced to introduce have set up with responses to European myths—the
QMV. straight bananas type of story. Whenever this

appears in the newspapers you can look up on the
web site what the origin of the myth is and it will giveQ12 Lord Marlesford: That does not need further

change? you chapter and verse of what the reality is.
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us some very, very interesting thoughts which we willQ15 Chairman: So this is nothing new then? It has
been there for some time? digest. I really appreciate the fact that after a very

long day’s work you took the time to come and meetMr Duff: It is an improvement on what was there.
Mr Corbett: In fact, the web site of the London oYce with us. I am sorry it was not longer but some of us

will be seeing some of you in Brussels very shortlyof the Commission already had this. It has just been
moved to the central Commission web site so that all which we look forward to. All I can do is on behalf of

the Committee thank you very much indeed forcountries can more easily access it.
Chairman:That clarifies it. Look, dear colleagues, we coming along and answering our questions so

thoroughly and giving us a great deal of food forcould have gone on a long time this afternoon to hear
your views but in a short space of time you have given thought. Thank you very much.
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